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Reaching Down the Rabbit Hole - Allan Ropper 2015-12-01
One of the world's leading neurologists reveals the extraordinary stories
behind some of the brain disorders that he and his staff at the Harvard
Medical School endeavour to treat.
Down the Rabbit Hole - Susan Campbell Bartoletti 2013
It is 1871 in Scranton, Pennsylvania, and fourteen-year-old Pringle Rose,
still grieving from the death of her parents, takes her brother Gideon,
who has Down syndrome, escapes from her uncle and aunt, taking a train
to Chicago--but disaster seems to follow her there.
Escaping the Rabbit Hole - Mick West 2018-09-18
“With candor leavened by compassion, West explains why people get
sucked into conspiracy theories . . . and yes, even how to help people see
the light.” —Amanda Marcotte, author of Troll Nation Here is a
conclusive, well-researched, practical reference on why people fall down
the conspiracy theory rabbit hole and how you can help them escape (or
avoid falling in yourself). Sharing the knowledge and experience he's
accumulated debunking false conspiracy theories, Mick West offers a
practical guide to helping friends and loved ones recognize these
theories for what they really are. Whether it’s that the Earth is flat or
actors faked the Sandy Hook massacre, many people passionately believe
conspiracy theories that are in fact falsehoods, mistakes, and in some
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cases, outright lies. They consume countless books and videos, spend
hours in like-minded online communities, try to convert those around
them, and even, on occasion, alienate their own friends and family. Why
is this, and how can you help people, especially those closest to you,
break free from the downward spiral of conspiracy thinking? West,
founder of the Metabunk forum, sets forth a practical guide to helping
friends and loved ones recognize these theories for what they really are.
Perhaps counter-intuitively, the most successful approaches to helping
individuals escape a rabbit hole aren’t comprised of simply explaining
why they are wrong; rather, West’s tried-and-tested approach
emphasizes clear communication based on mutual respect, honesty,
openness, and patience. He also includes real-life case studies of
individuals who, with help, were able to break free from conspiracism.
“Read this book, which belongs in every newsroom and congressional
office.” —Michael Shermer, publisher of Skeptic magazine and New York
Times–bestselling author of The Believing Brain
Down the Rabbit Hole - Lewis Carroll 2005
Down the Rabbit Hole - Juan Pablo Villalobos 2012-10-02
Tochtli, the son of a drug baron, lives in a lavish palace hideout along
with hit men, prostitutes, dealers, servants and corrupt politicians, but
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still nurtures childhood obsessions with animals and samurai. Original.
15,000 first printing.
The Vegas Diaries - Holly Madison 2016-05-17
The #1 New York Times bestselling author returns with this candid,
humorous, and captivating memoir chronicling her journey toward
reinvention and self-acceptance. When you've come out the other side of
the bizarre, twisted world of the Playboy mansion, where do you land? If
you're Holly Madison . . . there's no place like Las Vegas! After making
the sudden decision to reclaim her life, Holly broke free from the
sheltered, deceptive confines of the mansion (which meant exiting a hit
television show) and was determined to start her life over . . . from
scratch. Without the security of a job or relationship, she set out to
reinvent herself on no one's terms but her own. Deciding to roll the dice
and begin again in the glamorous and dreamlike city of Las Vegas, Holly
quickly realized that while she may have left her past in the rearview
mirror, the labels and stereotypes that came from it weren't so quick to
leave her. With a fierce commitment to take charge of her own narrative,
Holly dives headfirst into a journey of self-discovery. After a whirlwind
stint on Dancing with the Stars, she snags the coveted lead role in the
Strip's hottest new burlesque spectacular and lands a reality series
spotlighting her new life as a single woman. If her own television show
and dream job as a showgirl weren't enough to keep her busy, Holly
explores the decadent, exclusive inner-world of Sin City, navigating it's
social and dating scene with humor and heart. When it comes to
romance, she is met with an eclectic cast of characters, from fame
hounds to long distance loves to the occasional celebrity and more than
one tabloid mishap. In this reflective, heartwarming memoir, Holly learns
that each dating disaster holds an important, and in some cases difficult
to face, lesson about herself. The Vegas Diaries is a comedy of errors, set
against the glitz and glamour of the dazzling Vegas strip. Through the
wild and crazy experiences on one young woman's quest to "have it all,"
Holly faces her fears, anxieties, and insecurities to discover that her
journey to self-sufficiency is also her path to healing. Letting go of trying
to prove herself to others, Holly finally gains the courage to confront her
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past-and in the process finds the life and love she deserves.
Alice in Space - Gillian Beer 2018-01-26
An examination of Carroll's books about Alice explores the contextual
knowledge of the time period in which it was written, addressing such
topics as time, games, mathematics, and taxonomies.
The Tale of Peter Rabbit - Beatrix Potter 1907
Peter disobeys his mother by going into Mr. McGregor's garden and
almost gets caught.
When Rabbit Howls - Truddi Chase 1990-04-01
A woman diagnosed with dissociative identity disorder reveals her
harrowing journey from abuse to recovery in this #1 New York Times
bestselling autobiography written by her own multiple personalities.
Successful, happily married Truddi Chase began therapy hoping to find
the reasons behind her extreme anxiety, mood swings, and periodic
blackouts. What emerged from her sessions was terrifying: Truddi’s mind
and body were inhabited by the Troops—ninety-two individual voices that
emerged to shield her from her traumatizing childhood. For years the
Troops created a world where she could hide from the pain of the
ritualized sexual abuse she suffered at the hands of her own
stepfather—abuse that began when she was only two years old. It was a
past that Truddi didn’t even know existed, until she and her therapist
took a journey to where the nightmare began... Written by the Troops
themselves, When Rabbit Howls is told by the very alter-egos who stayed
with Truddi Chase, watched over her, and protected her. What they
reveal is a spellbinding descent into a personal hell—and an ultimate,
triumphant deliverance for the woman they became.
Conspiracy Theories and the People Who Believe Them - Joseph E.
Uscinski 2018-11-12
Conspiracy theories are inevitable in complex human societies. And while
they have always been with us, their ubiquity in our political discourse is
nearly unprecedented. Their salience has increased for a variety of
reasons including the increasing access to information among ordinary
people, a pervasive sense of powerlessness among those same people,
and a widespread distrust of elites. Working in combination, these
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factors and many other factors are now propelling conspiracy theories
into our public sphere on a vast scale. In recent years, scholars have
begun to study this genuinely important phenomenon in a concerted way.
In Conspiracy Theories and the People Who Believe Them, Joseph E.
Uscinski has gathered forty top researchers on the topic to provide both
the foundational tools and the evidence to better understand conspiracy
theories in the United States and around the world. Each chapter is
informed by three core questions: Why do so many people believe in
conspiracy theories? What are the effects of such theories when they
take hold in the public? What can or should be done about the
phenomenon? Combining systematic analysis and cutting-edge empirical
research, this volume will help us better understand an extremely
important, yet relatively neglected, phenomenon.
Down the Rabbit Hole - Peter Abrahams 2009-03-31
"My all-time favorite. Astonishing." (Stephen King) Down the Rabbit Hole
is the first book in the Echo Falls mystery series by bestselling crime
novelist Peter Abrahams. Perfect for middle school readers looking for a
good mystery. Welcome to Echo Falls, home of a thousand secrets. In
Down the Rabbit Hole, eighth grader Ingrid Levin-Hill is in the wrong
place at the wrong time. Or at least her shoes are. And getting them back
will mean getting tangled up in a murder investigation as complicated as
the mysteries solved by her idol, Sherlock Holmes. With soccer practice,
schoolwork, and the lead role in her town's production of Alice in
Wonderland, Ingrid is swamped. But as things in Echo Falls keep getting
curiouser and curiouser, Ingrid realizes she must solve the murder on
her own—before it's too late. "Deft use of literary allusions and ironic
humor add further touches of class to a topnotch mystery," said School
Library Journal. "Intriguing twists." Publishers Weekly agreed: "The
fresh dialogue and believable small-town setting will tempt fans to visit
Echo Falls again." The next book in this Edgar Award-nominated series in
Behind the Curtain, followed by Into the Dark.
Habits of the Creative Mind - Richard E. Miller 2019-09-23
Improve your writing by adjusting the way you think and approach
assignments in the instantly accessible and flexible Habits of the
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Creative Mind.
Stacy Sutherland - Vicki Welch Ayo 2015-09-03
In Texas in the mid sixties some local boys, rock and rollers from rural
Kerrville banded together and were joined by some hip Austin music
makers to pioneer one of the first psychedelic bands of the day.
Thirteenth Floor Elevators led the way in the Haight-Ashbury scene like
pied pipers heralding the upcoming summer of love. Stacy Sutherland
was one of those legendary boys and this is his story.
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking-glass - Lewis
Carroll 1916
A little girl falls down a rabbit hole and discovers a world of nonsensical
and amusing characters.
B Factories - Boštjan Golob 2019-04-01
B Factories are particle colliders at which specific subatomic particles - B
mesons - are produced abundantly. The purpose is to study the
properties of their decays in great detail in order to shed light on a
mystery of eminently larger scale: why do we live in a universe composed
of anti-matter? This book introduces readers to the physics laws of the
CP asymmetry, touching on experimental requirements needed to
perform such measurements at the subatomic level, and illustrating the
main findings of the contemporary B Factories.
Rabbit Hole - David Lindsay-Abaire 2010-07
A story of loss, heartbreak and forgiveness - told through daily moments
and emotional hurdles - as a family moves on after the accidental death
of their 4-year-old. After a critically acclaimed Broadway premier, Rabbit
Hole has been hailed as an artistic breakthrough for the highly regarded
Lindsay-Abaire. A drama of what comes after tragedy, it captures ''the
awkwardness and pain of thinking people faced with an unthinkable
situation - and eventually, their capacity for survival.'' -USA Today
Out of the Rabbit Hole - Sheri Bloom 2013-07-19
"'Out of the Rabbit Hole: A Roadmap to Freedom from OCD' is a
compelling story of one woman's journey to recovery from obsessive
compulsive disorder (OCD). Sheri Bloom weaves a complicated web of
real-life experiences that both influenced and culminated in her ultimate
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battle against OCD. Dr. Suzanne Mouton-Odum, a licensed psychologist
who specializes in OCD, gives insightful and informative guidance to the
reader about the development, conceptualization, and treatment of this
disabling disorder. This book not only describes how it feels to have
OCD, but also how to move toward recovery!"--P. [4] of cover.
Uberman - Jason Mangrum 2020-02-19
Uberman is a mind altering experience into the latest cutting-edge
discoveries in Mind Science and Consciousness Technologies that
provide practical techniques you can begin using immediately to activate
your higher senses and create miracles in your daily life.
Attica - Journey Down the Rabbit Hole - Timothy M. Shannon 2008-03-18
It's the 1970s-- Vietnam is recent history, Farah Fawcett's a pin-up girl,
O.J. Simpson's still playing football and hippie Kevin Patrick is a recent
college graduate who takes a position teaching inmates at Attica
Correctional Facility. It's a long drive from Buffalo and a short leap into
the unknown as Patrick learns just how tough it is on the "inside" of a
prison about to explode. Some of the inmates are terrifying. Other
prisoners are inspiring like Richie and Reggie --who's determined to go
straight and do right by his girlfriend Jameka. The author depicts Attica's
inmates and the facility's staff with considerable skill during an era of
turmoil and change. The author touches upon the nefarious C-block
problems, shady activities and also includes a bloodcurdling account
regarding the murder of a cafeteria worker and one inmate's ill-fated
decision to try to escape Attica. "Life is all about fear. Some people live
in fear and others use it to their advantage," notes one character as a
disobedient inmate is enroute to "the box," a terrifying punishment tool
in use at that time. This novel provides a terse reminder of the
importance of prison reform. [from Publishers Weekly].
Alice in Wonderland: Down the Rabbit Hole - Lewis Carroll 2015-02-26
This stunning new version of a classic is the best way to enter
Wonderland ... without actually falling down the rabbit hole. On its 150th
anniversary in 2015, Lewis Carrolls tale of a world gone topsy-turvy gets
a unique picture-book retelling of the beginning of Alices journey: the
first ever, with elegantly simplified text that keeps all of the astonishing
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adventures and wide-eyed amazement of the original. Includes many of
the classic Carroll characters Alice and the White Rabbit, the Blue
Caterpillar, Bill the Lizard and more.
Down the Rabbit Hole - Holly Madison 2015-06-23
The real, untold, and unvarnished story of life inside the legendary
Playboy Mansion—and the man who holds the key—from the woman who
was Hef’s #1 girlfriend and star of The Girls Next Door. A spontaneous
decision at age twenty-one transformed small-town Oregon girl Holly Sue
Cullen into Holly Madison, Hugh Hefner’s #1 girlfriend. But like Alice in
Wonderland after she plunged down the rabbit hole, what seemed like a
fairytale life inside the Playboy Mansion—including A-list celebrity
parties and her own #1-rated television show—quickly devolved into an
oppressive routine of strict rules, manipulation, and battles with
ambitious, backstabbing bunnies. Losing her identity, her sense of selfworth, and her hope for the future, Holly found herself sitting alone in a
bathtub contemplating suicide. But instead of ending her life, Holly
chose to take charge of it. In this shockingly candid and surprisingly
moving memoir, this thoughtful and introspective woman opens up about
life inside the Mansion, the drugs, the sex and the infamous parties, as
well as what her relationships with her Girls Next Door co-stars, Bridget
and Kendra were really like. Holly talks candidly about a subsequent
abusive relationship, her own successful television series, and the hard
work of healing, including her turn on Dancing with the Stars. A
cautionary tale and a celebration of personal empowerment, Down the
Rabbit Hole reminds us of the importance of fighting for our
dreams—and finding the life we deserve.
Apotheosis Now - Yanhao Huang 2021-04-13
Many of us are starting to become tired of this game of life. We have
been comparing and striving all our life. But no matter how much
success we have achieved—we are still hollow and still have found
nothing fulfilling. We don’t even know if happiness exists because it is no
longer a living thing in our experience—it has become dead, as we only
know it as a concept or memory. We have sought self-help advice,
philosophies, and religious teachings to transform ourselves but have not
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gotten anywhere. We have made some superficial improvements—like
adopting a new mindset—but our core remains the same. We are still
competitive, still fearful, and we get disturbed all the time. The problem
with all attempts at self-improvement is that we do not address the
fundamental problem, which is: who is the “you” who needs to be
improved? We do not see that the one who is making the improvement is
the same one who needs to be improved. The more we try to improve, the
more conflict we introduce, within and without. The more knowledge we
stuff in our heads, the more we become trapped in a conceptual prison of
reality. Inevitably, the more confused we get in life. The book guides the
reader out of their distorted beliefs to experience reality beyond the
mind. When the deeper intelligence is allowed to flourish without our
mind's interference, then the game of life becomes effortless.
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland - Lewis Carroll 2020-10-29
"Off with her head!" yells the Queen of Hearts, one of the many peculiar
creatures Alice encounters after falling down a rabbit hole and into an
absurd fantasy world of Mad Tea Parties, nonsensical trials, and talking
animals. Published In 1865, Alice's Adventures in Wonderland became an
instant success, and author Lewis Carroll broke ground with his unique
take on children’s stories: Instead of the overly simplistic and sometimes
dry tales that characterized the genre in the Victorian age, Carroll
introduced a book that didn’t look down on its audience, and one that –
to this day – is enjoyed by children and adults alike. Alice's Adventures in
Wonderland has been translated into 176 languages, and adapted to the
screen close to 20 times, most notably by Tim Burton in the 2010 feature
film that saw Mia Wasikowska as Alice and Helena Bonham Carter as the
unforgettable Queen of Hearts. Lewis Caroll, pseudonym of Charles
Lutwidge Dodgson, (1832-1898), was a British mathematician,
photographer, and children’s book author. The idea for his most famous
work, 'Alice's Adventures in Wonderland', came to Carroll when he was
on a boat with friends, having to entertain three young girls, one of
whose name was Alice. Despite his success as a children’s book author,
Carroll considered himself, first and foremost, a man of science and
mathematics.
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Alice in Wonderland - Lewis Carroll 2015-02-10
THIS STUNNING NEW VERSION OF A CLASSIC IS THE BEST WAY TO
ENTER WONDERLAND . . . WITHOUT ACTUALLY FALLING DOWN THE
RABBIT HOLE. Alice in Wonderland is one of the most wondrous, truly
original stories ever written—filled with magical and marvelous
happenings. On its 150th anniversary in 2015, Lewis Carroll’s tale of a
world gone topsy-turvy gets a unique picture-book retelling of the
beginning of Alice’s journey, with elegantly simplified text that keeps all
of the astonishing adventures and wide-eyed amazement of the original.
What a wonderful Introduction for young children to many of the classic
Carroll characters - Alice and The White Rabbit, the Blue Caterpillar, Bill
the Lizard and more. Many of the most famous phrases are here— like
"Curiouser and curiouser" and "Oh dear, oh dear, I shall be too late" to
prepare youngsters for the time they’re ready to read the whole book in
its original form. Award-winning, bestselling artist Eric Puybaret creates
an enchanting and magical Wonderland that looks like no other
interpretation. Every spread in this magnificently produced volume is
rich in charm, gloriously colorful, yet fresh and modern. From the
extraordinary White Rabbit in his brilliantly red suit to the timelessly
graceful young heroine, this is the Alice today’s young children can
relate to. It’s the perfect, glorious introduction to a classic, a taste of
what magic awaits them in the future.
Beneath the Veil - Micah T. Dank 2020-06-30
I know the answer to the world's deepest secret . . . Graham, a
functioning alcoholic and Harvard medical student and the protagonist of
Into the Rabbit Hole, stumbles across a puzzling communication from his
deceased Navy Seal brother. Graham must work to unravel a litany of
secrets sobering in their implications not only for himself, but for the
past twelve-thousand years of human history and the secrets of the
universe. Had he not, in his hungover state, opened the email, Graham
could have continued on his predetermined successful, if dysfunctional,
path and never embarked on the paradigm-shifting journey that so
loosens his grasp on reality and obliterates not only what he chooses to
believe but what he trusts as fact. With the help of his long-term
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girlfriend, his quirky Mensan best friend, his wild and athletic best
girlfriend since childhood and his friend from Undergrad at Georgetown
who followed him to Harvard for Grad school, he sets out to decode this
complex cryptogram, which he soon discovers is charged with the
potential to unhinge the very control that certain government officials
are intent, at all costs, on maintaining. Micah T Dank takes the reader on
an electrifying hunt for what is real and what is possible, encountering
along the way politics, conspiracies, fringe medicine, history, and
language, and what it means to survive—thrive, even—when you have
the weight of the world on your shoulders. Beneath the Veil is the first
book in a 6 books series Into the Rabbit Hole, that proves that love and
humor may not be the answer, but that without these variables there is
no worthy solution to any challenging problem or improbable situation.
Hopping over the Rabbit Hole - Anthony Scaramucci 2016-10-11
Develop the Scaramucci mindset that drives entrepreneurial success
Hopping over the Rabbit Hole chronicles the rise, fall, and resurgence of
SkyBridge Capital founder Anthony Scaramucci, giving you a primer on
how to thrive in an unpredictable business environment. The sheer
number of American success stories has created a false impression that
becoming an entrepreneur is a can't-miss endeavor—but nothing could
be further from the truth. In the real world, an entrepreneur batting .150
goes directly to the Hall of Fame. Things happen. You make a bad hire, a
bad strategic decision, or suffer the consequences of an unforeseen
market crash. You can't control what happens to your business, but you
can absolutely control how you react, and how you turn bumps in the
road into ramps to the sky. Anthony Scaramucci has been there and done
that, again and again, and has ultimately come out on top; in this book,
he shares what he wishes he knew then. Your chances of becoming an
overnight billionaire are approximately the same as your chances of
being signed to the NBA. Success is hard work, and anxiety, and tiny
hiccups that can turn into disaster with a single misstep. This book
shows you how to use adversity to your ultimate advantage, and build the
skills you need to respond effectively to the unexpected. Learn how to
deal with unforeseen events Map a strategic backup plan, and then a
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backup-backup plan Train yourself to react in the most productive way
Internalize the lessons learned by a leader in entrepreneurship For every
23-year-old billionaire who just created a new way to send a picture on a
phone, there are countless others who have failed, and failed miserably.
Hopping over the Rabbit Hole gives you the skills, insight, and mindset
you need to be one of the winners.
Down The Rabbit Hole - Tim Lea 2016-12-12
What does the blockchain mean to you? I keep hearing about it in the
media - but don’t know what it is! I have read some things about it – but
just don't get it. Isn’t it just a bandwagon that the financial media is overhyping? Isn’t it just about drugs and hitmen? Block-what? Whatever your
thoughts, the blockchain is gaining significant traction, with global
media outlets increasing their almost insatiable coverage of the
technology. So, why should you care? On December 2, 2015, the
Goldman Sachs research team released their Emerging Theme Report. It
simply said: “…the Blockchain, can change … well everything.” Now
that's a big claim... but when this claim is added to : - Wangxiang Labs
out of China announcing a $30bn blockchain-based investment fund for
Smart Cities in September 2016. - IBM announcing in the same month
their plans to spend $200m for the combination of Blockchain, Internet
Of Things and Artificial Intelligence or - The Venture Capitalist
community investing $1.3bn so far in the blockchain-related space
Perhaps something big is going on…. Is it that: - You can send cleared
funds internationally in 20 seconds, rather than 3 days? - You can remove
the need for trusted third-parties - bankers, lawyers, accountants,
auditors? - 20% of the world's population can finally secure an identity
that will help remove human trafficking, even child prostitution. The
blockchain is powerful, very powerful but is not a technology that can
easily be described in a few words – and that is its problem. Business
people like you find it confusing, geeky, and hard to get to grips with.
Down The Rabbit Hole gives you a practical, easy-to-read, hands-on
guide to the technology, its power, and how you can capitalise on that
power. Whether you want to: - Make your organisation more innovative
and effective - Make yourself more valuable in your marketplace 6/9
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Develop new products or - Become the new Mark Zuckerberg Down The
Rabbit Hole will have something for you, fast-tracking you to be at the
leading edge of 21st-century business thinking. The genie is squeezing
itself out of the bottle, one-way ticket in hand – and ready for you to
command. However, be warned once you discover the power of the
blockchain hidden deep beneath the surface, your eyes will open to
green fields crammed full of explosive opportunities. How you use them
is limited only by your imagination. So why not get the book today – and
take the first steps towards a discovering your new world.
Rabbit Hole - Mark Billingham 2021-08-03
A gripping standalone thriller from the “first-rate British crime writer”
and internationally bestselling author of the Tom Thorne novels (The
Washington Post). Alice Armitage is a police officer. Or she was. Or
perhaps she just imagines she was. Whatever the truth is, following a
debilitating bout of PTSD, self-medication with drink and drugs, and a
psychotic breakdown, Alice is now a long-term patient in an acute
psychiatric ward. When one of her fellow patients is murdered, Alice
becomes convinced that she has identified the killer and that she can
catch them. Ignored by the police, she begins her own investigation. But
when her prime suspect becomes the second victim, Alice’s life begins to
unravel still further as she realizes that she cannot trust anyone, least of
all herself. Praise for Mark Billingham and the Tom Thorne novels
“Morse, Rebus, and now Thorne. The next superstar detective is already
with us―don’t miss him.” —Lee Child, author of the Jack Reacher series
“Billingham is a world-class writer and Tom Thorne is a wonderful
creation. Rush to read these books.” —Karin Slaughter, international
bestselling author “With each of his books, Mark Billingham gets better
and better. These are stories and characters you don’t want to leave.”
—Michael Connelly, author of the Harry Bosch series “Mark Billingham
has brought a rare and welcome blend of humanity, dimension, and
excitement to the genre.” —George Pelecanos, writer and producer of
The Wire “Tom Thorne is one of the most credible and engaging heroes
in contemporary crime fiction.” —Ian Rankin, author of the Inspector
Rebus novels and The Travelling Companion
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Alice in wonderland - Lewis Carroll 1980
Dear America: Down the Rabbit Hole - Susan Campbell Bartoletti
2013-03-01
Newbery Honor author Susan Campbell Bartoletti brings the story of a
young girl caught up in a web of murder, lies, and the Great Fire of
Chicago to bold life.In the spring of 1871, fourteen-year-old Pringle Rose
learns that her parents have been killed in a terrible carriage accident.
After her uncle Edward and his awful wife, Adeline, move into the Pringle
family's home -- making life for her and her younger brother, Gideon,
unbearable -- Pringle runs away with Gideon to Chicago, seeking refuge
from the tragedy, and hoping to start a new life. She becomes a nanny
for the children of a labor activist, and quickly finds herself caught up in
a web of intrigue and lies. Then, when a familiar figure from home
arrives, Pringle begins to piece together the devastating mystery of what
happened to her parents, and realizes just how deadly the truth might
be. But soon, one of the greatest disasters this country has ever known -the Great Fire of Chicago -- flares up, and Pringle is on the run for her
life.
Reaching Down the Rabbit Hole - Dr. Allan H. Ropper 2014-09-30
A top neurologist explains the difficulty of diagnosing brain diseases
through such cases as a college quarterback who keeps calling the same
play and a salesman who continuously drives around a traffic circle.
Down the Rabbit Hole an Osint Journey - Chris Kubecka 2017-06-29
Do you enjoy the reconnaissance part of a penetration testing? Want to
discover issues on your network, assets or applications proactively?
Would you like to learn some new OSINT based recon tools and
techniques? Follow the rabbit hole and find exploitable critical
vulnerabilities in the Panama Papers law firm and politics both American
and international including Trump and the DNC. Analyse network and
email configurations for entry points and exploits with FOCA, Maltego,
Nmap/ZenMap, and Spiderfoot. Learn how to use advanced searches,
alternative search engines that don't respect robots.txt., intel tools, and
leak databases. Open source intelligence gathering (OSINT) and web7/9
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based reconnaissance is an important part of penetration testing and
proactive defense. The more connected we are, the more information is
held about everything. Yummy, juicy information for both a penetration
tester or a malicious actor. Learning what sources of are available to
start your search is an important first step in learning about
reconnaissance and how the information could be utilized or resold. Both
issues you or your client need to know. All of the tools and techniques in
this book can be ninjafied with Python, Ruby or PowerShell. Initially, this
book began as a presentation at the Cyber Senate Industrial Control
Cybersecurity Nuclear Summit in Warrington, UK 2016. Originally, I
intended to use some of the same techniques to target a nuclear power
plant or someone in a nuclear regulatory capacity. After submitting my
original talk idea. Daesh, otherwise known as ISIS, began publicly
threatening the European nuclear industry. Due to the threats, we
decided it wasn't in anyone's best interest to give a how to target nuclear
installations and changed the target instead to the law firm behind the
Panama Papers fiasco. The project expanded to include additional targets
with mostly a political slant. 2016 was a very tumultuous year in politics.
Brexit, Trump, and the rise of the interesting politics and coups in
Turkey, Netherlands, Germany, Russia, Bulgaria and the Philippines. It's
a lot more fun to learn about a topic in an empowering way. Also, only
politicians like politicians. They make a fun target. Learning a new
technique is easier when it's fun. I chose targets and case studies which
gave me a happy hacker smile.
Psychological Aspects of Cyberspace - Azy Barak 2008-05-05
Hundreds of millions of people across the world use the Internet every
day. Its functions vary, from shopping and banking to chatting and
dating. From a psychological perspective, the Internet has become a
major vehicle for interpersonal communication that can significantly
affect people's decisions, behaviors, attitudes and emotions. Moreover,
its existence has created a virtual social environment in which people
can meet, negotiate, collaborate and exchange goods and information.
Cyberspace is not just a technical device but a phenomenon which has
reduced the world to a proverbial global village, fostering collaborations
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and international cooperations; thus reducing the barriers of
geographical distance and indigenous cultures. Azy Barak and a team of
prominent social scientists review a decade of scientific investigations
into the social, behavioral and psychological aspects of cyberspace,
collating state-of-the-art knowledge in each area. Together they develop
emerging conceptualizations and envisage directions and applications for
future research.
Down the Rabbit Hole - J. D. Robb 2015
Inspired by the enchanting Lewis Carroll classic, a collection of stories,
takes readers to a place rife with the mad, impossible, and the curiouser
that is neither here nor there and where things are never quite as they
seem.
21 Lessons - Gigi 2019-12-18
Falling down the Bitcoin rabbit hole is a strange experience. Like many
others, I feel like I have learned more in the last couple of years studying
Bitcoin than I have during two decades of formal education. The
following lessons are a distillation of what I've learned. First published as
an article series titled "What I've Learned From Bitcoin," what follows
can be seen as a third edition of the original series. Like Bitcoin, these
lessons aren't a static thing. I plan to work on them periodically,
releasing updated versions and additional material in the future.Bitcoin
is an inexhaustible teacher, which is why I do not claim that these
lessons are all-encompassing or complete. They are a reflection of my
personal journey down the rabbit hole. There are many more lessons to
be learned, and every person will learn something different from
entering the world of Bitcoin. I hope that you will find these lessons
useful and that the process of learning them by reading won't be as
arduous and painful as learning them firsthand.
Down the Rabbit Hole of Leadership - Manfred F. R. Kets de Vries
2018-10-10
In the previous book in this series, Manfred Kets de Vries observed the
experiences of leaders on a rollercoaster ride through their professional
and personal lives. Now, he follows them down the rabbit hole into the
unknown, where, like Lewis Carroll’s Alice, they find a dystopian
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Wonderland in which everyone seems to have gone mad and life
functions according to its own crazy logic, throwing up all kinds of
obstacles in the search for truth. Understanding what is happening
around us has become more difficult than ever in the Age of Trump.
Don’t imperatives like “build that wall” sound very much like “Off with
his head”? Unfortunately, and unlike Alice, we are not going to wake up
from a bad dream and discover that everything is “nothing but a pack of
cards”. The first part of this book looks at the psychodynamics of
leadership in both a business and a political context. The second focuses
on the psychopathology of everyday life in organizations and the
seemingly endless ways people can make a mess of things – including
mega pay packages, acting out, digital addiction and other dysfunctional
behaviour patterns. Each chapter ends with a brief anecdote to illustrate
the dilemma it presents. In short, sharp nuggets, Kets de Vries helps
make sense of how the madness of the present has affected leadership in
organizations and the workplace.
Wonderment In Death - J. D. Robb 2016-03-24
New York, 2061. Darlene Fitzwilliams - a young heiress - kills her brother
then jumps from a tall building. All the evidence suggests a tragic but
familiar murder/suicide case for Lieutenant Eve Dallas. But when Eve
discovers that Darlene has been visiting psychics and spiritual healers,
things take a dark and unsettling turn. Someone has been meddling with
Darlene Fitzwilliams' subconscious - someone with a gift for hypnosis and
a disturbing obsession with Lewis Carroll's Alice in Wonderland. With
husband Roarke and partner Peabody at her side, Eve finds herself
falling down the rabbit hole into one of the strangest investigations of
her career. One that threatens not just her body, but her mind...
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Blockchain for Everyone - John Hargrave 2019-08-06
From the author of Mind Hacking and founder of Bitcoin Market Journal
comes the first book to explain the money-making secrets behind bitcoin
and blockchain in a user-friendly format. When John Hargrave first
invested in cryptocurrency, the price of a single bitcoin was about $125;
a few years later, that same bitcoin was worth $20,000. He wasn’t alone:
this flood of new money is like the early days of the Internet, creating a
new breed of “blockchain billionaires.” Sir John has unlocked their
secrets. In Blockchain for Everyone, Sir John reveals the formula for
investing in bitcoin and blockchain, using real-life stories, easy-tounderstand examples, and a healthy helping of humor. Packed with
illustrations, Blockchain for Everyone explains how (and when) to buy
bitcoin, cryptocurrencies, and other blockchain assets, with step-by-step
instructions. Blockchain for Everyone is the first blockchain investing
book written for the layperson: a guide that helps everyone understand
how to build wealth wisely. It’s the new investing manifesto!
Alice's Adventures Under Ground - Lewis Carroll 1964
Through the Looking Glass - Lewis Carroll 2018-05
Through the Looking-Glass, and What Alice Found There is a novel by
Lewis Carroll (Charles Lutwidge Dodgson), the sequel to Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland (1865). Set some six months later than the
earlier book, Alice again enters a fantastical world, this time by climbing
through a mirror into the world that she can see beyond it. Through the
Looking-Glass includes such celebrated verses as "Jabberwocky" and
"The Walrus and the Carpenter", and the episode involving Tweedledum
and Tweedledee.
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